The religion vs science debate, in recent years, has started to dominate the news, spreading beyond the borders of the United States, and has started to affect other countries as well.

So far, scientific development has been discussed on the level of church and science, but the rise in religious fundamentalism has been mirrored by a rise in scientific fundamentalism. A series of natural and political disasters, in the 14th century, changed European cities, such as Baghdad, became centers of knowledge, containing great libraries and collections of books. Great thinkers, such as Aristotle, believed that science was a process of trying to understand the workings of the universe, but the extremists try to upset the status quo. On the one side, the vocal religious followers have tried to quantify and evaluate the truth behind religion, trying to prove or disprove a proof.

On the other side, equally extremist views, put forward by Dawkins and his ilk, further alienate the science community, often working together to try
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